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VIRTUAL INTERLINING

What is virtual interlining
Before elaborating on the concept of virtual interlining, let’s first look into the meaning of “interlining”.
Wikipedia defines the term “interlining” as “Voluntary commercial agreement between
individual airlines to handle passengers traveling on itineraries that require multiple flights on multiple
airlines. Such agreements allow passengers to change from one flight on one airline to another flight on
another airline without having to gather their bags or check-in again.”
Interlining essentially allows partner airlines to sell connecting flights under a single fare. The connecting
flights are result of an official contract between both airlines. As a benefit, passengers can check-in
their bags to the final destination and are issued boarding passes for the whole journey
Virtual interlining refers to a similar process as the traditional interlining, but as the terms implies, there
is no contract between the involved airlines. The airlines themselves regard the “virtual interlining”
passengers as point-to-point ticket holders and are not responsible for baggage transfers and
missed connections. The responsibility for the latter lies within the provider of the “virtual interlining”
fare. The provider can be a global distribution system, online travel agency (e.g. Kiwi.com) or in some
cases an airline (e.g. WOW air) and even an airport (e.g. GatwickConnects).
In order to fully understand the virtual interlining concept, we should look into one more essential term –
self-connect (self-connecting flights). Self-connect and virtual interlining refer to one and the same
process: Passengers travel on connecting, but non-related flights. Self-connect implies that the
passenger is fully aware of how the trip is constructed and often the passengers themselves are behind
the engineering of the trip. Virtual interlining refers to an organised process, where travel
providers bundle separate flights together and present them to passengers as seamless
combinations. The passenger may or may not be aware that the presented option is a self-connecting
flight. In a typical scenario, the travel provider would quote a total price for the combination and
would provide protection in cases of missed connections. In other cases, the travel provider would
not offer protection and would clearly state that the risk lies fully with the passenger. Either way, the
passenger would need to follow exactly the same steps as in the self-connect scenario: check-in for all
flights separately, collect baggage at the transit point and re-check it again. As virtual interlining is a
relatively new trend in aviation, no strict guidelines exist yet as to the exact features of the “virtual
interlining” product
To better visualize virtual interlining, we performed a search on skyscanner.com for a one-way flight from
Sofia (BG) to Cork (IRL), departing on 10th of June 2018. The search returned tens of flight options offered
by different vendors participating in skyscanner.com The screenshot below visualizes the first offered
virtual interlining option consisting of combination of a Wizzair and Ryanair flights. It happens to be the
cheapest option out of all the results and is also the recommended one.
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figure 1: Virtual interlining option in skyscanner.com / Source: screenshot
The following screenshot shows the expansion of the option visualized above, giving extra information
about the flights, fare breakdown, booking methods and transfer protection:

figure 2: Virtual interlining route details in skyscanner.com / Source: screenshot
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Main benefits for the travellers
Virtual interlining means more combinations out of the available flights globally. Virtual
interlining providers combine what airlines, alliances and global distribution systems don’t.
While choice is a generic benefit, there are two distinctive benefits, which make virtual
interlining so attractive:
1. (Significantly) lower fares
On a number of routes, virtual combinations perform significantly better than regular ones
price-wise. To illustrate this fact, back in January we did a one-way flight search between Sofia
(BG) and Katowice (PL). This time we used two online travel agencies – kiwi.com (focus on
virtual interlining) and airtickets24.com (classic agency). We selected this route, because no
direct air links exist and it is dominated almost entirely by LOT Polish Airline.
As you can see on the screenshot from airtickets24.com below, LOT Polish Airlines offered a
number of flight options, starting at EUR 212,14.

figure 3: Flight options in airtickets24.com / Source: screenshot
Now the same search in kiwi.com returned a virtually interlined connection with a price of
only EUR 99. The flights are performed by Ryanair and Wizzair and as you can see, the saving
is more than double.
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figure 4: Flight options in kiwi.com / Source: screenshot
2. Better schedules
Very often virtual interlining produces better schedules for passengers to choose from. As
the screenshots above suggest, flying from Sofia to Katowice via Cologne will allow us to arrive
2h earlier in comparison to the route via Warsaw. We land at 15.25 and can still make use of
the day, which is very important for business travellers. In comparison, the earliest LOT flight
via Warsaw arrives at 17.30.

Factors behind the virtual interlining trend
The backbone of virtual interlining is the low cost airlines marketplace. Their growth has been
on the rise globally and they are further tapping into the long-haul market. The low cost
airlines boost traffic by offering ridiculously low fares and their operations are mostly pointto-point, which makes fare construction easy. Apart from that, low cost airlines have bases at
smaller regional airports. Let’s look at the example of Katowice Airport in Poland. Ryanair
servers 9 routes from Katowice and Wizzair offers flights to more than 40 destinations! In
comparison, LOT Polish airlines and Lufthansa offer a few daily links to Warsaw and Frankfurt
airports.
As the table below suggests, the low cost air market has been on the rise for years already.
Passenger served (mln.)
2017
2016
2015
Ryanair
128,77
116,8
101,4
Wizzair
28,27
22,78
19,2
Katowice Airport
3,89
3,22
3,06
figure 5: Airline/Airport passengers served / Source: Wikipedia
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86,4
15,8
2,69
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Main players
Kiwi.com
The only online travel agency, which has built their business model around virtual interlining
is kiwi.com (formerly skypicker.com). Kiwi.com is a Czech startup and one of the travel success
stories of the last decade. As part of the product, Kiwi.com offers transfer protection and
booking under a single transaction. Kiwi.com content is available via API to other online travel
agencies.
Skyscanner.com
Skyscanner.com, although not a travel agency, is one of the biggest flight selling platforms on
earth, based in Scotland. They have been doing their own flight combinations under the brand
“Mashup”. Travelers need to book all the flights separately and cannot benefit from transfer
protection.
Dohop.com
Dohop.com, an Iceland based meta-search website has also been working in the area of
virtual interlining for a number of years. They have their own Dohop virtual fares that are
protected and bookable under a single transaction. They also manage more complex products
such as GatwickConnects.
The large Polish online travel agency Esky.com has recently launched their virtual interlining
brand Lucky2go.com and Fru.pl introduced Flyhacks.com. A number of smaller OTAs around
Europe and Asia also already offer virtual combinations.

The value creation for providers
The virtual interlining fares are so attractive for the industry, because they deliver great value
to the travel providers. Online travel agencies have traditionally been distributors, simply
reselling airline content. The agencies have been making money out of modest markups and
volume based incentive schemes negotiated with global distribution systems and airlines.
Virtual interlining allows online travel agencies to produce their own air content by offering
unique flight combinations. And own content means freedom in setting the price. Because,
virtual interlining combinations are highly competitive, online agencies are tempted to put
high markups. We have seen markups exceeding EUR 50 per booking. Let’s look at the below
screenshot comparing a virtual combination available in kiwi.com and the same combination
offered via skyscanner.com mashup.
And let’s be clear, kiwi.com put a solid EUR 20 markup. This is just an isolated example of
how lucrative virtual interlining can be for the travel providers.
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figure 6: Trip pricing breakdown in kiwi.com / Source: screenshot

figure 7: Trip pricing breakdown in skyscanner.com / Source: screenshot
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Market significance
We cannot measure the size of the virtual interlining market, as these bookings don’t carry
distinctive signs. Airlines for example consider virtual interlining passengers as “point-topoint” and this is how they are reflected in their records. There is no universal “virtual
interlining” tick box that can help us identify the market size with precision. Nevertheless,
we have developed tools and algorithms to estimate the significance.
For the purposes of this whitepaper we researched a sample of European short haul routes
against different travel dates in skyscanner.com. The search produced thousands of flight
options. Out of all the offers (including even the ones at the bottom of the result pages), only
5% represent virtually combined itineraries. We further examined the cheapest offer per
each city pair search (the first result ranked by price) and the finding revealed that every 5th
offer is formed by virtual interlining.

figure 8: Percentage of virtual connections out of results / Source: SafeConnect

figure 9: Occurrence of cheapest option per route/ Source: SafeConnect
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We further looked into the vendors. In the table below we listed the ones with offers in the
top 10 results per route. Not surprising, the virtual interlining leader kiwi.com ranks 2nd.

1
2
3
4
5

Vendor
GotoGate
Kiwi.com
Mytrip
Opodo
Tripsta

Percent
7.9%
7.6%
7.4%
7.3%
7.3%

Challenges
Virtual interlining, although attractive, is a very complex domain. There are two main
complexities to overcome – passenger experience and technical challenges.
1. Passenger experience
Unlike regular connections, with virtual interlining the passengers are on their own. In case
passengers miss a connecting flight, the airlines will not provide assistance and will regard
them as “no show”. In the cases when passengers travel with checked-in baggage, they need
to recheck it at the connecting airport. Pre-trip schedule changes and flight cancellations may
ruin the pre-booked connecting trips. The different baggage policies and conditions of
carriage may create bad experience and even force passengers to incur extra costs. There are
many cases when virtually-interlined passengers need to pass thru immigration control at
connecting airports, where transit visa happens to be required. Short connections create
immense stress. The long layovers are equally painful. Connections often occur at low cost
terminals with minimal amenities and lack of facilities for relaxation.
Offering virtual interlining does not come down to simply combining non-related flights. It
requires addressing passenger needs and coming forward with a product which has similar
characteristics to the classic connecting flights.
2. Technical challenges
In order to offer virtual interlining, an online travel agency needs to figure out an algorithm
of combining independent flights into attractive offers. These should be achieved with
maximum speed and minimum server transactions. Establishing minimum connection times
and filtering out bad and risky combinations are another important challenges. Booking four
or more low cost flights simultaneously, simulating a single transaction for the passengers is
yet another challenge. Providing infrastructure for transfer protection is not an easier task
either. This is why many online travel agencies consider the integration of third party virtual
interlining API instead of developing own product.
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Way forward
We believe that all stakeholders playing in the air distribution field will sooner or later enter
the exciting world of virtual interlining. This is valid for the online travel agencies, global
distribution systems, airlines and airports alike. Many online travel agencies would opt for
integrating third party APIs offered by virtual interlining providers such as kiwi.com. Others
would develop their own products, aiming at higher margins and profits. Middlemen like
skyscanner.com would take advantage and offer combinations without any markups such as
the already introduced “mashup” product.
In the next couple of years, we are yet to witness the shaping up of the virtual interlining
industry.

About the authors
SafeConnect is an IT & consulting company offering services in the field of virtual interlining.
We have been working on projects in this area for for a few years already and have built
subject matter expertise. We offer a set of software solutions for measuring risk of missing
connecting flights and providing protection against missed connections. Our solutions are
suitable for all stakeholders in the virtual interlining marketplace:
-

Online travel agencies
Insurance companies
Airlines
Travel meta search sites

For more information you can visit our website www.safeconnect.pl and contact us by
sending an email to contact@safeconnect.pl
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